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enthusiasm in the li\es and loves of Pyrocles and Musidorus,
Pamela and Philodea.
Sidney's The pastoral element in the book is outweighed by the element
pastorahsm of heroic dcedb and exciting adventuie Yet a pistoial episode is
the starting-point of the action, and it is the pastoial idea that
provides the background of beauty to the lofty visions of moial
excellence shown on the <Jtage. Thux is a closer similarity to
Sannazaro and Montomnyor in the old jfnadifl, in which the
eclogues forming the latter pa it of each book are a larger item.
Much of the incidental matter afteiwards expanded into important
episodes was original!\ lelegated to the eclogue^ Few of these
metrical pieces aic readable now, e\ccpt to those who are cuuous
about the attempts of Sidney and othei memlois of the Aieopagus
to Angiici7c classical and othei exotic foims t.i \trse But the
pastoral setting is cnchantingly laid out, in *%pitc of seveial too
fulsome descriptions in the st\lt of the English Hypnetotomach'w.
Here is a glimpse of Arcadia :
It was indeed a place of delight; foi thiough the midst of it there
ran a sweet brook which did both hold the eye open with her azure
streams, and yet seek to close the eye with the purling noise it made
upon the pebble stones it ran ovei ; the field itself being set in some
places with roses, and in all the rest constantly prc sei \ ing a flourishing
green : the roses added such a ruddy show unto it, as though the field
were bashful at his own beauty : about it, as if it had been to enclose
a theatre, grew such sort of tiees as either excellency of fruit, stateli-
ness of growth, continual greenness, or poetical fancies, have made
at any time famous. In most part of which thci e had been framed by
art such pleasant arbours that, one answering another, they became
a gallery aloft from tree to tiee almost round about, which below
gave a perfect shadow , a pleasant refuge then from the choleric look
of Phoebus.1
Still better, and more famous, is this vignette of the river Ladon:
It ran upon so fine and delicate a ground, as one could not easily
judge whether the river did moie wash the gravel, or the gravel did
purify the river; the river not running forth right, but almost con-
tinually winding, as if the lower streams would return to their spring,
or that the river had a delight to play with itself. The banks of either
3 Arcadia^ p. 92.

